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I 10 Is Dakota Related to Indo-European Language. 
passes, or take his chances in the exposed and open fields . 
The migrations of wild fowl are often deflected from long-
. used thoro.ughfares by reasons not immediately apparent; but 
unless effectually debarred and broken up by permanent ob-
stacles or radical changes, produced by natural or artificial 
causes, they will seldom be found erratic, but will adhere per-
sistently to uniform, established routes of travel. 
This subject, so cursorily and imperfectly treated, is new 
and fruitful. Interesting discoveries hereafter will certainly 
reward critical and incisive investigation. If I have added an 
iota of information worth considering respecting a region lit-
tle known, my efforts will not prove barren of good results. 
The field is open for others better qualified to pursue this 
study. 
IS THE DAKOTA RELATED TO THE INDO 
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES? 
BY A. W. WILLIAMSON, ADJ'T PROF. MATHEMATICS, OF AU· 
GUSTAN COLLEGE, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS. 
When we hear the Dakota say mi for me, ya for you, papa 
for papa, mama for mamma, wakta for watclt, etc., we are 
almost surprised to learn that these are genuine Dakota words. 
In Omaha thi means thee and adi, also dadi, daddy. Like 
resemblances are found in all Dakotan dialects, especially to 
the Scandinavian. I have heard Highlanders speaking the 
Grelic, and living on the frontier, claiming that in ancient 
times some of their own shipwrecked ancestors must have 
joined the Dakotas and taught them Grelic words. Catlin for 
a time created a great sensation by his theory that the Man-
dans, another allied tribe, were partly of Welsh origin. It 
/ 
is a little singular that several of the few words given in sup-
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port of his theory resemble Teutonic forms more than Celtic, 
and also that oti, house, the pre-eminently Celtic word, be-
comes in most of the Dakotan language ti, identical with the 
Welsh and Irish, while oti is only similar. 
On the other hand, my father and many others have 
searched in vain for resemblances in vocabulary between 
Dakotan and Algonquin languages. It has even surprised 
me that that there should not be more resemblance apparent 
from adventitious causes. Are these numerous resemblances 
between Dakotan and European languages, to be looked on 
in the same light as throwing a hundred double sixes in sue-
• cession with perfect dice? It is the popular impression that 
American languages are so closely related in structure that it 
is useless to compare any of them with languages of any other 
class. This impression is not founded on research, and is 
contradicted by the facts. Even as to polysynthetic structure 
there is great variety. The Otomi in Mexico is almost as 
monosyllabic as the Chinese. The Dakota is more analytic 
than the Latin, Old Sclavonic, or Sanskrit. The Dakota 
does in some particulars resemble the Algonquin and differ 
from the English. In many respects the Dakota and English 
agree in differing from the Latin. Both Dakota and English 
agree in denoting the relations of nouns almost entirely by 
position, or by prepositions, and in most cases in the one of 
these methods selected. Both also agree, and differ from the 
Latin, in indicating mode and tc:nse almost exclusively by 
auxiliary verbs and adverbs, in forming the passive voice in 
all tenses by the passive participle, 1 in expressing purpose 
by the infinitive, in denoting the agreement of the adjective 
by position and construction only, in having definite and in-
definite articles, etc. 
I think that most philologists are agreed that those similar-
ities in structure which are sustained by similarities in the 
in the vocables employed·, are among the more important in 
determining the relationships or"language. Beyond this there 
I 
._. 
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is much diversity of opinion. Prof. W. D. Whitney, by far 
the most distinguished philologist in this country, places poly-
synthetic structure second to no other element. Prof: Max 
Muller, the not less eminent English philologist, says: "The 
number of roots in a word makes no difference." Basing my 
argument on structure, I prefer, therefore, to follow in the 
path of investigation so .admirably pointed out by Grimm and 
Bopp, using similarity and equivalence of vocables, to aid in 
determining similarity of structure. I have, in reality, only 
entered on the threshold of the investigation. The resem-
blances in structure I have traced by the aid of Bopp's Gram-
mar; the roots chiefly either by the aid of Bopp's Grammar 
or Skeat's English Dictionary. Copies of Schleicher's Gram-
mar and Fick's Dictionary were much delayed in reaching me, 
so that I have been able to use them only in making modifi-
cations of I. E . forms previously examined. 
I. E . indicates that a root is given as Indo European by 
Fick, Eu. as European, Sci. Teu. as Sclavo Teutonic. 
In Sa~tee Dakota I have used Dr. Riggs Grammar and 
Dictionary, referred to as Dak. Gr.; .as authority, though I 
have been greatly aided by unpublished manuscripts of my 
father, Rev. T. S. Williamson, M. D. My brother, Rev. J. 
P . Williamson, kindly furnished a list of Yankton and Titon ' 
roots differing from Santee. Winnebago and Omaha forms 
are chiefly from father's manuscripts. Hidatsa forms are from 
Matthew's Hidatsa Grammar, etc. Other materials have been 
drawn from all sources accessible to me. 
The Dakota language has four dialects: the Santee, 
the Yankton, which differs but little from it; the Titon~ 
nearer to the Yankton than to the Santee, but differ-
ing from both nearly, if not quite, as much as Swedish 
dif[ers from Norwegian; and the Assinniboin, an offshoot of 
the Yankton, and differing from it much less than the Titon 
does, in the opinion of my father. The separation of the 
Assinniboins took place not much less than three centuries 
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ago, and it may have been much more than three centuries. 
The principal allied languages are , 1st, the Winnebago, 2d, 
the Omaha, of which the Ponka 1s a dialect; ·3d, the Osage, 
of which the Kaw and Quapaw are dialectS! 4th, the Iowa, 
with the Otoe and Missouri; 5th, the Mandan; 6th , the Crow 
and Hidatsa. The relationship of the Crow and Hidatsa to 
the Dakota in structure, judging by such scanty materials as 
are accessible to me, would seem to be closer than that of the 
other languages. The Omaha, Winnebago, etc. , however, 
seem to resemble the Dakota more in vocabulary. The sound 
relations given by Mathews, and several theories of my own, 
serve to render only about one-half of the Hidatsa words 
similar to Dakota words, so far as I have examined, and many 
of this half seem to me very doubtful. Possibly the present 
remarkable phonetis condition of the Hidatsa may be due to 
the introduction of material from a non Dakotan sourse. 
For convenience of typography the dotted letters of the Dak. 
are in this paper denoted by digraphs viz. : slf, ch, (tsh), gh, 
(related to g, as v to b, but less completely fused), for dotted 
s, c, and g, also kh (sounded as German ch), for dotted h. 
Final n except the preposition m, in and n resulting from con-
struction of cha or ta, is in nearly all words sounded as in 
French bon. N otherwise, also d, are not sounded exactly as 
our n and d. Each seems to begin with the sound of the 
other, often so slight that it requires considerable practice to 
detect it, in other words so distinctly that those unaccustomed 
to the language would use both letters in expressing the 
sound. I am also satisfied that even in those words, in which 
few could detect any difference from the English sound, with-
out long observation, they are not sounded exactly as we 
sound n and d. They certainly are nearer to each other and 
also to subvocal th. The Santee has no linguals, but every 
Santee d and a few Santee 11's become l in Titon. R is found 
in most of the Dakotan laguage and' is extremely frequent in 
Winnebago. Both subvocal and aspirate th, occur in Omaha 
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and some other allied languages, but cannot be accurately dis-
tinguished in vocabularies accessible to me. F occurs in 
Iowa. G occurs in Santee Dakota but •has no etymological 
value, being usually a contraction of ka, but sometimes of Ia, 
the latter being also liable to contraction into d 
and also into 11, the last named most frequently. In 
some words Santee It becomes k m Yankton, and 
g in Titon, while in other words the It and in all 
words the Santee k is retained through the three dialects. T, 
k, p and ch take modifie;:l forms called clicks, represented in 
the dictionary as similar Sanskrit modification.;, usually 
are by a dot below the letter. In ka, conjunction a11d, 
this seems to denote closeness of connection. Most of the 
words containing these modifications denote emphatic ideas. 
They arc not more than one-tenth as frequent as the regular 
forms, and as they probably have the same origin, 
are not distinguished in this paper. B and tn approach 
each other somewhat as d and 1t. So far as my per-
• 
ception extends the Dakotas sound ch, (tsh), g (hard); h, k, 
p, s, sk, w, z, zk, (z in azure) exactly as we do. The Dakota 
proper has but five vowels, a, c, i, o and u, which are not di~­
tinguished as long and short; and no dipthongs. In this re-
spect some of the cognate languages are much more copious. 
The vowels have what are called their continental sounds. I 
follow Skeats in de~oting the I. E. v pronounced w by w, 
which brings the Dak. notation and I. E. notation of sound 
into entire harmony, and makes the sound changes which have 
occurred more easily observable. 
I think I have made considerable progress in determining 
by what Dak .. sounds the several I. E. sounds are represented. 
I have determined scarcely anything as yet with any approach 
to certainty, as to the more special laws which lead to these-
lection of one of several admissible sounds rather than another. 
In many cases however general principles of sound are appli-
cable. Doubtless future research will show that a large pro-
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portion of the example given in support of my theories, are 
adventitious resemblances, and I expect to find myself mis-
taken in some of my theories of sound representation, yet I 
will say that if space permittM, I could greatly increase the 
number of illustrations by which these theories are supported. 
The two chief difficulties in determining the sound relations 
of the Dak. to the I. E. are these: 1st, With very few excep-
tions, all Dak. roots not supported by a suffix which has lost 
consciousness of origin, must end in either a pure or nasal-
ized vowel. Final consonants are, in a decided majority of 
the roots, by this means either dropped or transferred before 
the vowel. The change of positions is also frequent in Eu. 
languages, and in itself would create but little ambiguity. 
The Dakota, however, never tolerates more than two conso-
nants at the beginning of a root, and is quite particular as to 
their euphonic relations. A large proportion of the I. E. 
roots must necessarily be obscured by such changes beyond 
hope of recognition, without much more aid from cognate 
languages than is now available. 
2d, There is throughout the Dak'otan languages a remarka-
ble interchangeability of gutturals with gutturals, labials with 
labials, and linguo dentals with linguo dentals, in passing 
from one dialect and language to another. In the Hidatsa 
this interchangeability occurs in the same language to such a 
degree that it is found best in reducing the language to writ-
ing to represent what seem to bed, /, n, r, by d, and what 
seem to be m, b, w, by m. These difficulties shoold prevent 
our placing too much confidence in preliminary results, but 
give no reason for discouragement. 
I. E . a= Dak. a. Ya verb go, causative suffix, formative 
suffix, man, remain, tan, extend, also stretch, ka, pro-
noun, formative suffix, negative suffix, interrogative, in 
I. E. and Oak. ; mama the mammary glands slso mother in 
I. E . and Dak.; Icel. wakt, watch, guard; Dak. wakta, 
watch, guard; lcel. taka, take, touch; Dak. taka take, touch. 
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I. E. i =Oak. i: I. E. i, go, come, also inseparable de-
monstrative, this; Dak. i, go, come, inseparable demonstra-
tive, this: I. E. wi, wind, als~wrap around; Oak. wi,2 wrap 
a.ro'und: I. E. ki,alsokit, search; Oak. kit, search, in akita,seek: 
I. E. st~iglz, snow; Oak. s11i, cold: I. E. ·wika, indefinite pro-
noun, all, everyone, related to Skt. t'is, people; Dak. wiclza, 
indefinite pronoun, them, also people. As in European lan-
guages a large proportion of the Oak. i's are from weakening 
of an original a. This occurs at the begining of a 
word between two consonants in a few roots e. g., I. E. 
kam, bend, curve; Teut. kim; Dak. Santee !tmi, go around, 
h!"iltma, round; Yankton kmi, etc., Titon gmi, etc.-with 
many derivatives in the meanings bend, curve, round. 
I. E. 'u =Oak u. Eu. sku, also lm, cover, whence cutis 
and ski11; Oak. sku,as our verb take offtheskin,inyusku, also 
clzoku, clzosku, the inside skin or or cutis and other derivatives. 
Eu. sku, scrape off; Dak. slzku, scrape off of, yus!tku, shell off 
as corn, also skusku, shayed or scraped off. I. E . root su, 
bear, whence son, sow and seed; Dak. su, seed, and many 
derivatives in both senses of the Eu. root. Teut. skut, shoot, 
(of I. E. skud); Oak. kute, shoot: I. E. lam, stink; Dak. 
k!ttm in klzu11wi11,· stink: su, good; Oak su, good. 
I. E. 11 also = Oak. o, which in many words is interchanga-
ble with u : I. E. ku, contain, be hollow, that contained; Oak. 
ko, a hole, make a hole, in yuko, etc. ; cho, that contained in, 
c!to, the ker:ncl, clzoktt, the inside s~in, !toc!toku, a place en-
closed by tents, etc. In chupe, apparently, cho, contained 
with, I. E. and Oak. root pa, support, nourish, we may have 
the same root with u preserved. Analagous to the I. E. 
group, glzu, gtt, ku, meaning cry, sound with the voice, make 
a noise, etc.; we have the Oak. ho, the voice, also shouting, 
crying, in compounds, koka, make a noise, etc. Eu. knu, 
scrape; Oak. kon, scrape, in ko11ta, scraped out, also grooved, 
t · I 
s~e bako11ta, konkotzta, etc. I. E. pu, swell, puff out, whence 
puff, pop. Oak. po, puff swell; popa, pop, burst. As in Eu-
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ropean languages, but I think less frequently, o represents an 
original a, e. g. I. E . gap, dip ; Dak. ckopa, wade; I. E. kak, 
cook; Dak. cltok, cook in c!toki11, roast on a spit. The in 
seems to be the Dak verb in, wear, have something within, 
apparently of Dak. prep. m, in , apparently related to Eng. 
in, I. S. atta. 
As in Eu. languages a may also be weakened to i or u . 
I. E . gan, whence Gothic kuni, race, kindred, Eng. kitt, kittd, 
cltild, (Teut. kindi, child) etc., but no Teut. forms I know of 
retain a. Neither does the Dak. appear to retain a in this root. 
Ku, suffix to nouns denoting relationship, kin, kun, mother-in-
law, knns!ti grandmother ,chinclta, child, with suffix Ita, so again 
with suffix s!ti, probably euphonic for Dak. su =I. E. su, 
bear, c!tinkslti, son, c!tunks!ti, daaghter; cunwi, female 's elder 
sister. Suffix wi may be the same root. It is probably the 
Dak wi, contraction of wit~ or 'lvinyan, female, related to, 
probably derived from wi11o, woman , which differs from 
Gothic qui11o, woman, (our queen) of I. E.g-an, only in drop-. 
ping the initial k which cannot stand .with w in Dak. Dak. 
lt11n alone means mother, but in composition relationship, and 
is closely similar to Teut. ltiwan, whence Fick derives Old 
Norse ltju11, household, 0. H . G. !tttn , husband and wife. 
From these roots and from !tu1t are built up most Dak. terms 
of relationship. That the terms themselves are of compara-
tively recent origin, is apparent from the great variations in 
the related languages. 
Dak. c is in a very large number of cases interchangable 
with Dak. a under the influence of euphonic laws in inflec-
tion and derivation. Where original, it represents I. E . a. 
I. E. skak also skag, whence Icel. skaka, swing, sltalu; Dak. 
clteka, shake, stagger. Eu. g-ltad, lay hold of, take, get, 
whel)ce g-el and gather; Dak. glte, take out with the hands, 
g-!teg-lte , get, gather, take up by handfuls. I. E. as, be, 
whence e is, in several Eu. languages, Dak. e is. 
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'As a general rule, those suffixes which in European lan-
guages require raising of vowels or step formation, in Dak. 
raise i and u to a. Otherwise the changes of vowels correspond 
to a great degree to those in Teutonic languages,and but rarely 
to Latin and Greek, where the Teutonic differs. As far as I 
have observed, the original I. E. vowels are retained nearly 
as often in Dakota as in Fick's hypothetical Teutonic bases. 
I. E. r, our r and /, = Dak 11, d, (M s.P shl cld k ld). N 
is most frequent, but I find few illustrations in which an 
initial I. E. r seems to bo represented by an initial Dak. n: 
I. E. rap (= arp) shine, whence lamp. Oak. atzp in atzpe, 
light: Eu. war, observe, whence our ware, also Gk. orao, see; 
Dak. interjection, wan, look! see! behold! I. E . mar, des-
troy, whence our mar; Dak. mna, rip, tear, injure or des-
troy by tearing, also man, grind, sharpen, sharp. Eu. 
mar, shine, glimmer; Dak. ma11, in ma~tclea, the aurora: 
cf. Teut. wal, wind, turn, whence g-allop; Aryan war, wind, 
turn, Skt, valg, gallop; Dak. wanka, gallop; (in na-
wanka): I. E . kri, yield to, bend, lean, whence' our lean 
and incline; Dak. kin, verb, bend to one side, to give anoth~r 
room to pass, in composition, bend, lean, slope; I. E. g-ar, 
honor, Gk. geras, old; Dak. kate, old, pa-kan, honor; (but c. 
f. I. E. bhag, honor, and I. E. and Dak. part suffice an?) 
Teut, gar=I. E. ghar, make, do; Dak. khan, to do work. Eu. 
gar, also kar, make; Dak. kan, make in, kakan, 
etc., also chon, make, cause, do: I. E. ghar, shine; 
Teut. gli, whence glitter, gleam, gloom; Dak. g-hin, 
gleam, etc., in g-hing-hincha, applied to the quicksilver 
of looking glasses, haziness of the atmosphere, spiders' 
webs floating in the air, etc.: I. E. mri, crush, of mar; Dak. 
mnigha, crush or break open. (The gha is I. E. and Dak. 
glta, gape, open. I. E. par, fill, also swell: Dak. pan in pall-
gha, stuffed, filled full, pansya, bulky (s for gh and I. E. and 
Dak. suffix ya) panza, puffed, etc. Eu. ·par, drive, whence 
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our pulverize; Dak. pan, pulverize: I. E. kardan, A. S. 
herte, the heart, of I. E. kard, hop about, swing, vibrate, 
shake; Dak. chantc, heart, also chart, shake, quiver, etc. 
Eu. tar, tor, accomplish, acquire, possess, etc. : Dak. to11, 
acquire, have, etc.; c. f. Skt. preposition tar, from, of tar 
pass beyond; Dak. prep. tan, from, in composition. 
I. E. mara, sea, of mar, A. S. mere, Winnebago mera, in 
techanmera, the ocean, Dak., Santee, mdt, Yankton bdc, 
Titon ble, a lake; Sclav, Teu. mal, (of mar), grind, bruise, 
pound up fine, whence Goth. mulda, dust. 0 . H . G. mul-
jan, pulverize, our mull, mill, meal; Dak. mdu, pulverize, used 
also as the basis of dust, meal, flour. I. E. bhrag, Eng. 
break; Titon blecha, Yankton bdecha, Santee mdcclt.a. break 
(but c. f. I. E. mar, shint-) : A. S . blesa, a stream of light; 
Titon b/eza, Yankton bde:;a, Santee mdc:;a, clear, transparent: 
I. E . arma, the shoulder, the arm; Sclav. ramo, 
arm, 0. H. G. aram, the arm, Lat. ramus, a branch, 
all of I. E. ar, join, divide, Dak. amdo, the shoul-
der, d for r and m transposed, a, the armpit, adetka, 
branch, with prep. ckta, to, at, c. f. Winnebago and Crow, 
ara, the arm, Mandan ala, Hidatsa ada, (ala , ara,) etc.; Eng. 
hole, (1. E. kal), Santee lzdo, Yankton ~110, Titon glo, I. E. 
ra, diminutive suffix, etc.; Winnebago ra, Titon Ia, Yankton 
na, Santee da11, also na : Latin stem, mar, the male; Dak. 
mdoka, the male. 
R initial seems in some cases to be dropped. Sclav. Teu. 
tapa, leaf, blade, scale. etc . , whence our leaf; Dak. ape, leaf, 
blade, scale, etc. Of the consonants representing initial r, h 
and d seem best supported on the whole, though kh produces 
the most apparent similarities. Sclav. Teut. lenta, 0. H. G. 
linta, the linden tree; Dak. hinta; Teut, wrota, 0. F., 0 . 
Norse, Ice! . rot, Eng. root, Dak. huta : c, f. Teut. rib, Eng. 
rub, Gael. rub, Dak. hbu, rubbed or cleaned off: Eu. langha, 
long, Dak. hanska, (gh to s before H. is frequent), Teut. 
regna, Eng. rain; Dak. hinhe (h for g and two last conso-
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nants transposed?) hoho (h for g, I. E., gh and transposed?) 
I. E. lu, loose, Dak. hoho, reduplicated form: Teut. lagya, 
Eng. leg, of Eu. lak, bend, Fick m-262; Hidatea diki (liki), 
Winnebago legra, Dak. huha. 
A. S. throte; Om, nude. Hidatsa, dote, (noti), loti. Titon 
lote; Santee dote, the throat. I. E. ragh, swing, Dak. deglta, 
Tit. legha, swinging. I. E. rap, smear, etc.; Dak. dapa, 
Titon lapa, sticky, adhesive; dopa, Titon lopa, mire. Ini-
tial d is however infrequent in Dakota proper and the d's of 
cognate languages are very often represented by ch in Da-
kota. Dak. cha is also usually contracted like ta into n. 
Though Dak. ch regularly represents Dak. k and its I. E. 
equivalents, it seems therefore not impossible it may in 5ome 
cases have arisen from I. E. dentals, and through d from r. 
Such a change seems so remarkable that I will give some sim-
ilarities supporting it, though I feel somewhat doubtful con-
cerning them, on general principles: I. E. raghu, light; also 
the lungs; Hidatsa, dakho, (lakho rakho), Dak. chaghu, the 
lungs. A. S. hreod, Eng. reed, Dak. cltcdi (ch represents 
h=l. E. k?). I. E. darwa, tree; 0. Sclav. drevo; Omaha 
thraba; Winnebago nanna; Dak. chat~. My list of Omaha 
words is too small to prove that Om. b=I. E. w, but this is 
supported by numerals two and four hereafter, and by Dakota 
and Omaha analogies. Teut. dawa, Eng. dew; Q_ak. chu; 
1.. E. daghwa, the· tongue, Omaha, thezi; Hidatsa, dezi; 
Dak. chezhi; c f zend hizva. Lab. adeps; Dak. clupa, fat; I. 
E. tangaya; Teut. thang; 0. H . G. dingan; Eng. think; Dak. 
chi11. I. E. and Dak. ta11, extend whence I. E. tanu, the 
body, the principal part of a thing. Dak. tmuha11, (by redu-
plication). C f Eng. dough ofl. E . dhigh, knead; Dak. cho, 
mixed up as mortar, work and make soft as mortar in yucho, 
kacho, etc.; also cho, dough because .thus made. I. E. sta, 
stand, whence Sclav. Teut. stapa; Eng. step; Dak. cha, step; 
c f Eng. stab; Dak. cllapa, stab. I. E. sad, sit, sadi, seat; 
Dak. chetc, the part of a vessel on which it sits. I. E. gh, 
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Tent. g==Dak. g!t; (Hidatsa kh); I. E . gha, gape, yawn, 
open; Icel. gapa, gape, gat, an opening; Dak. glza, open out, 
ghapa, gape, etc.; ghata, make an opening; Tent . gar (=1. E. 
ghar), make, do, cause; Dak. reduplicated kag!ta, make, 
cause, do; Swed. grynta; Eng. grunt; Dak. g!tinclta; Swed. 
kagge, a keg, a round vessel; Dak. chegha, a keg, 
pot, kettle, any round vessel. Dak. kh is regularly sub-
stituted euphonically for gh in composition see Dak. Gr. It 
is also used for· I. E. gh, Teut. g e g; I. E. ghrad, rattle; 
Dak. khda, rattle; I. E. g'harwa, 0. H. G. gra gray. Dak. 
kha, gray; I. E, ghars, be rough, make rough ; Dak. kha, be 
rough; make rough; Eng. growl, etc.; Santee khdo; Titon 
khlo, growl. I. E. g, Tent. k, and I. E. h, Tent. h, both 
regularly=Dak. k; I. E. y regularly=Dak. y, which are too 
frequent to need special illustration. So far as I have ob-
served sh, z and zh, appear to arise as often, perhaps oftener, 
in Dak. from I. E. gutturals than from I. E. dentals; z for y 
and z and zh for gh being apparently the most frequent; sh 
and z for k almost equally so. I. E. k is frequently repre-
sented by h, which may perhaps also sporadically represent 
either g or gh, kh se~ms also to sometimes stand for k, pos-
sibly also for g . Dak. h for I. E. k, our h, I. E . kav, seize 
hold, whence our have; Dak. ka have also in composi-
tion seize, hold. I. E . kak, waver; Dak. haha, waver asap-
plied to the mind, totter as appiied to things; also cfl. E. kak, 
Tent. hanh, waver, linger, hesitate, hang. Dak. han, re-
main standin~, in composition extremely .frequent, chiefly 
h!lng cf. Hidatsa koki, stop cease; ikoki, hang up some-
thing. I. E. kar, cover, Dak. ha, the skin, hide, (but cf. 
I. E. ku Latin cutis, Eng. hide, Dak. kha, the hull; also I.E. 
sku, whence I. E. ku, Dak. sku, take off the skin, to which 
group ha may be related, by raising of vowel through suffix 
since lost. I. E. kad, Tent. hata, hate; Dak. hiti, hate. 
I. E . kak, laugh, whence Tent. heharan, 0. H. G. heheran, 
Eng. heron, Dak. hoka, the heron; c.f. Hidatsa, ka, kaksha; 
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laugh, Dak. khakha, laugh. The sha in Hid. kak-sha, 
laugh, is Hid. frequentative suffix representing I. E. and 
Dak. frequentative suffix sa. I. E. kar, kal, elevate whence 
Eu. kalna; Tent. bella, a hill; Winnebago hera, a hill. Dak. 
ha in paha c. f.; also Oak. khe, a hill; Dak. han in the sense 
raise up, stand upright, is possibly from the same root. Dak. 
han, night, might possibly be of I. E. kar, conceal. I. E. kar, 
shake; Santee hna, shake in kahna, etc. ' Yankton kna, Titon 
gla, Tent hara, Lat . crin, h~ir; Dak. bin, hair. Teut. 
hreinya; 0. H. G. hreini, clean; Eng. rinse, Dak. hinta, 
clean. I. E. ghuka, fish, generic name may be represented 
by Dak . hoghan, fish, generic name, by shifting of aspiration 
Dak. h perhaps=! E . gin, I. E. gar, fall, Santee hna, Yank-
ton kna, Titon gla, fall; I. E. gu gawati, cry out; Dak. ho, 
voice; howaya, cry out; Teut. koninga, chief, king; Icel. 
konungr, Winnebago hungra, chief, and a few others. 
• Of the dentals I should suppose that t, s and n, in a 
decided majority of cases, remain unchanged in Dak. Anal-
ogies of allied languages and other evidences. indicate that t 
or d may sporadically become n; and ta often becomes n; in 
accordance with euphonic laws, at the end of a word in com-
position. 
Sh in Dak. as in Eu . languages appears to oftenest repre-
sent I. E. s, sk and k. T in a very few cases seems to be 
changed euphonically to d, as in I. E . stata; Dak. sdata, 
standing, etc., to ·avoid so many surd dentals, I. E. dh per-
haps becomes hd in I. E. dha; Dak., hde, pl.ace, etc., an ex-
tremely frequent root : din I. E. dhu, rush, go swiftly; Oak., 
dus, duza, go swiftly, etc. I. E. idh, burn; Oak. ide. blaze, 
and transp. in didita, hot: but cf. I. E. dhagh, burn; Hidatsa 
dakh, burn, in adakha, to be burning; Dak. doza, burn, in 
adoza, scorch (z for I. E. gh). Eu. dhu, shake, also Eu. dhu, 
blow; Dak. du, in kadu, fan, winnow. I. E . dh Dak. t in 
Teut. dau; Eng. die; Dak. ta, also te. Eng. deer, originally 
any large game; Latin, fera; Gk., ther, a wild beast (all = 
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Eu. dhara); Dak. , ta, generic name of ruminants; tado, ven-
ison, also fresh meat. Winnebago ch = Dak. t, in other 
words. I. E. d = Dak. din I. E. skad; Gk. keda; A. S. 
scatera; Dak. kada, scatter, applied only to solids: I. E. da, 
know, etc., dak, teach, etc.; Dak. da, daka, think, suppose, 
teach; cf. also Gk. dokeo, think, etc.: I. E. da., give; Dak. 
da, through dative construction, ask; cf. Gk . deomai, ask. I. 
E. da, bind, whence, metaphorically, Gk. de-i, it is binding 
on one; Dak. da-ka, bound by duty or obligation, kindred, 
etc., whence Dakota confederates; cf. Hidatsa dak, bind, in 
dakshi (frequentative), also dak-oa, a comrade: 1. E . da; 
Dak. de, this. 
1. E. d = Dak. t is regular, and needs no special illustra-
tion. Z and zh, as before stated, seem to represent both gut-
turals and dentals. Of the I. E. labials I should suppose that 
p, m, and initial w remain unchanged in a decided majority 
of cases. B is quite as rare in Dakota (Santee) as in Fie k's 
I. E. Besides verbal prefixes ba and bo, I find it only in 
bagha, twist, turn; baza, twist, turn, apparently variant forms 
and probably related to I. E. bhag, turn, by shifting aspira-
tions; bu, make a noise chiefly with the mouth, bellow, per-
• haps related to I. E. bu of identical JUeaning, and ba, bla.me. 
I. E. bh seems to be oftenest represented by m and p, per-
haps in a few cases by w: I. E. bhragh, break; Dak. wegha, 
break; Teut. bata, Eng. boat (Eu. bhata), Gael. bata, Oak. 
wata, Hidatsa mati, also bati, Crow bazhe, I. E . bhaga, God; 
Dak. wakan, God. Wakan never means spirit, though often 
incorrectly thus translated. No consonant can stand with w 
in Oak. I think that w has thus in a considerable number of 
cases become p in Dak. and b in several allied languages; see 
numerals two, four, five and six hereafter: I. E. akwa, water, 
Teut. ahwa, Goth ahva, river; Dak. w'akpa, river. The Dak. 
avoids hiatus, ~nd wakpa is usually in close connection suc-
ceeding a noun denoting the name of the river and ending in 
a vowel. Hen~e the parisitic w. 
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Formative Suffixes-As in the I. E., a, e or i, much often-
est a, are added to verb stems ending in a consonant. We 
also have relics of the n suffix which worked its way before 
the final consonant. In most cases the final consonant is 
dropped : I. E . tag, Eu. tag, tang, Latin tango , Dak. tan, 
touch. Sa, Indo-European frequentative suffix to verbs, is 
still in Dak. a living formative, which can be used with any 
verb. The other formative suffixes to verbs cannot now be 
readily distinguished from nominal formations which in all I. 
E. languages arc again liable to become verbs through secon-
dary formations . A, which in I. E. is most frequent in form-
ing verbal stems, is also- frequent in forming verbal adjective 
and substantive stems identical in form with the verbal stems. 
I. E. root · kak, be able , whence Skt. saka,3 strong; Dak. 
shaka, strong, also shaka, easy to be accomplished. I. E. 
skabh, stick, adh17re; Dak. skapa, sticky, adhesive; I. E. kid; 
burn, whence Teut. haita , hot, Dak. kata, hot. As the Dak. does 
does not admit of step formation the vowel is raised to a . As 
in I. E. languages so in Dakota a forms nouns wit~ the sig-
nification of active partic!ples, etc. I. E . idh, burn, aidha, 
flame, blaze, etc. , Dak ide, blaze, cf. also Hidat~a ade, adj, 
warm, noun, warm weather. In Dakota proper initial a has 
a tendency to drop to· i, apparently indicating ade for ada to 
be the parent Dak stem . or else that the original diphthong 
was retained after the Dak. branched off. I. E. min, dimin-
ish whence Eng. mince, Yankton and Titon mina, knife . In 
the present decayed state of the Dak. it is of course very un-
certain whether the present form is the original one, e. g. 
Dak. hoka, heron, appears to be from I. E. and Dakotan 
kak, laugh, cackle , with the suffix a, but the I. E . forms lead 
me to suppose that the original form of the suffix was ra : cf. 
also migh, pour out water, whence our mist, I. E. mighra, 
cloud, Skt. megha, cloud, Zend maegha, cloud, Gothic milh-
man, cloud, with guttural and lingual transposed, as in Omaha 
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mangha, cloud, sky, Dak, maghazhu, rain, makhpiya, cloud: 
zhu is Dak. zhu, pour, apparently of I. E. ghu, pour; kh is 
the regular contraction of gha; piya possibly I. E. paya, but 
have not yet found it in any other word. 
U in I. E. forms some adjectives and nouns from roots, e. 
g., I. E. ragh. spring, whence I. E. raghu (laghu) light, also 
lungs; Dak. chaghu, lungs; Hidatsa, dakho, (lakho rakho), 
the lungs. Perhaps it sometimes occurs as o. I. E. bhag, 
turn whence back; Dak. pako, crooked. 
Y a is an extremely frequent suffix both in I. E. and Da-
kota. In I. E. it was used to form one class of present 
stems which in later times extended themselves through all 
the tenses. Apparently some of these retain their original 
form in Dak. eg, I. E . pak, cook; whence Skt. papakhya,~ 
intensive form, to parch. As in the original language, so in 
Dakota, it forms transitive verbs, from verbs, nouns and 
adjectives, in which respect it is a living suffix in Dakota, 
liable to be attached to any word in the language of suitable 
signification. The I. E . participal suffix ya is has in Dakota 
become the usual adverbial suffix. It has however left its 
route plainly marked,-a number of participles still used as 
such, and hundreds of ad,·erbs derived from verbs, and still 
retaining the participal signification to such a degree that they 
are translated into English by participles. Such changes are 
not infrequent in I. E. languages c. f. adverbial suffix ly in 
English formerly adjective . Wa in I. E. forms chiefly verbal 
adjectives witn the signification of passive particples. In 
Dak. it forms passive participles combined with I. E. passive 
participial suffix an, forming in Dak. wahan. See Dak. Gr. 
46-5. It seems al5o to have left relics of usc alone eg. I. E. 
ku, be hollow; whence Skt. savas, Lat. cavus, Eng. cave, 
Dak. ko, a hole, kawa, be hollow, open. I. E. gu, cry; Dak. 
ho, voice; howa, a cry in howaya, make a cry. Here per-
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haps belongs Dak. suffix pain part c. g. I. E. akwa, water, 
whence Gothis ahva, river; Dak. wakpa: Dakota suffix pa, 
support, nourish, originate, I would suppose relate to I. E . 
pa, support, nourish, etc.; c. f. I. E . papa, protector, father; 
Dak. papa, father, chief, protector; also the 1/0IIrislwunt, 
hence by those subsisting on the buffalo, most commonly ap-
plied to dried buffalo meat; c. f. also Eng. pap. 
Want forming I. E. active participles necessarily loses the 
final t in Dak. In this form it appears to have left relics 
which have again become- verbs. I. E . kun, sting; Dak. 
khunwi11, stink; I. E . snu, glide smoothly, swim; whence I. E. 
nawa, ship, our navigate. · Dak. 11iwa11, swim, 11awin, glide 
or sail around in the air as an eagle; c. f. Dak. naghi, ghost, 
shado,~; and Eng. ghost of Teut. gis (=1. E. ghis) terrify. 
Suffix ra, Ia, or modifications of it, form diminutives in most 
I. E. languages. It is the nsual diniirtutivc suffix in Winne-
bago, iR the form ra, in Titon Dak. in the form Ia, in Yank-
ton na, in Santee dan, also na. I. E. suffix an forms middle 
and passive participles and nouns. In most old Teutonic 
languages in the form, an in 0 . Norse, ans in Gothic, en in A. 
Saxon, etc., it is the regular passive participal termination. 
It is also the regular passive participial termination in Dak. 
changed only by the insertion of an h to avoid the hiatus c. f. 
Skt. snehan, friend, derived according to Schleicher from sni, 
friend, by this suffix. ft is used either alone or combined 
with wa, as before given, both from being admissable with 
most verbs. There arc also I think many relics of its use 
without inserting the h. Verbs with modified meaning; ghan, 
. full of holes, make full of holes, of I. E. and Dak. gha, open. 
I. E. wik, whence Gothic veihnai, make holy, apparently of 
an adjective base veihan, of this Dak. waka11, holy, 
sacred, mysterious. I. E. ak, be sharp, etc., whence 
(Schleicher) I. E. akan, stone; Dak. isa11, knife, cf. Dak. 
hi11in, stone (pelt with stones), i11yau, stone, I. E. akmap 
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' Teut. ,haman,stone, A. S . iman, stone; Dak. imni,stone, in imni-
zha of A. S. by transposing n and a, cf. Skt. asna, stone, arid 
weakening a to i. There is indeed a Dak. tradition that isatz 
originally meant stone as stones were then used for knives. 
Unless greatly changed, as above, I have not yet found suffix 
man in Dak, It is possible that final ni in a few Da'k. nouns 
may be relics of I. E. suffix ni, forming abstracts and nouns 
of agency: I. E. migh, pour out water, DaJ<. mitzi, water. 6 
Suffix ta in' I. E. forms verbals adjectives and nouns of 
agency: so also in Dak., but nc;>t, I think, as a living suffix .6 
The living suffix ta is preposition ta=Eng. at, of I. E. ad 
= I. E. da, at. I. E. sta, stand, stata, standing; Dak. 
sdala, standing, hence also feeble; I. E. and Dak. wi, 
bind, wrap around,etc. , Dak. wita, adj., encircled, noun, 
island: c. f. Dak. t'lu, wctu, time, season, etc.: but cf. I. E. 
watas, year, ?ld, whence Gk. etos, year, time, Latin vetus, 
old, etc. , also Eu. wasta, Latin ver; Old Norse, var, spring, 
Winnebago wera, spring. 
Ka, derived from the I. E. and Dak. pronominal base ka, 
which in I. E . languages forms words of such multifarious re-
lations to their primitives, is not less frequent or versatile in 
Dak. I. E. Kuan, kwan, kwanka, dog, Lith. szun (pro-
nounced shun) 0. Sci. suka, Hidatsa shuka, Dak. shun!.:a. 
Teut. kau, chew, our chew. A. S. ceace, the check, 0. Du. 
kaak, the upper jaw, the cheek, Dak. root ku, chew/ chaka, 
the upper part of the mouth, and from this again chakaka, a 
liar, as one mouthing it. As in European languages, ka in 
Dak. forms some adjectives with the signification of passive 
participles. I. E. and Dak. tan, extend, Dak. tanka, large. 
As in several I. E . languages ka is in Hidatsa the usual dimin-
utive suffix, sometimes combined with other suffixes. It is 
also used in Dakota, a_s in I. E. languages, as an interrogative 
suffix and as a negative suffix. 
The greater part of the Dakota 
are by those above mentioned . 
words formed by suffixes 
A large number of others 
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have suffixes of prepositional or verbal origin, identical with 
or closefy similar to I . E. forms. There is a large proportion 
of words formed by prefixes, perhaps even a larger proportion 
than in Latin or English, but as in I. E. languages, this is 
rather aggluti·nation than true derivation . These prefixes are, 
as in I. E. languages, chiefly either prepositions or demon-
stratives, and the more frequent and important ones will be 
mentioned under those heads. 
PRONOUNS.-Similar pronouns arc often found in lan-
guages not specially related . There is a marked similarity in 
the prono~ns of the first and second persons in the I, E. and 
Turanian families of languages, in the Algonquin and Semitic 
etc. I have examined all the American forms to which I have 
had access including some of of the forms of the first and sec-
ond person in more than a hundred dialects north of Mexico. 
Yet I have found north of Mexico, among all the wonderful 
variety of forms, scarcely any non-Dakatan forms closely 
similar to a Dakotan form, of the same person, and but few 
of either the first or second person in which the leading conso-
nant belongs to the same group, as th~ Dakotan pronouns of 
the same person. It docs not therefore seem to me wise to 
who lie disregard similarities in pronouns in a general view, 
even though they be of little value taken alone. The Dakota 
singular pronouns of the first person are ma, mi, fragmentary 
m, mish, miyc, miclei, mila, mitawa and wa. Ma, mi and m 
are as in I. E . · languages inflection forms . Their being in 
Dakota either prefixed or inserted instead of suffixed is puz-
zling. It seems probable to me that the Dakotas branched 
off from the north Eu. (Sclav. Teut.) family seme time after 
their separation from the Aryan and Italo-Ccltic families-
possibly after the Teutonic separated from the Sclavic; and 
that by an admixture of some foreign element, possibly Cel-
tic or Turanian, a rapid and considerable decay of inflection 
was brought about. The separate pronoun had probably al-
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ready changed its position whether subject or object so as to 
precede the verb, and formed phrases with the verb in the 
same way in which the original inflections were formed . In 
certain cas~s adjective pronouns and also auxiliaries which 
preceded the pronouns were includen in the phrase. Some 
forms having been inserted in this way the remaining inflec-
tions which did not vary greatly in form from the separate pro-
nouns were nearly all drawn back , in the Dakf\ta proper, while 
in the Hidatsa and Crow, Mandan, Iowa, and probably some 
others, the inflection pronouns often remain at the end of a 
verb.· The Hidatsa docs not incorporate plural pronouns, 
and the differences between the two systems is of such a char-
acter as to lead me to regard them as chiefly the results of 
new growth. 8 llfa and mi as in many I. E . languages arc 
also used as possessive and objective pronouns. Mish is the 
nominative reflexive or emphatic pronoun corresponding to 
myself, thus used . Dr. Riggs and my brother regard it as pro-
bably derived from miyc, a view well sustained considering 
the Dak. as an isolated language . I have as yet however, 
found no support whatever for it in any kindred Dakotan or 
I. E . language, and for many reasons think it more probable 
that the sit is of the I. E. reflexive .str. which, in the form s 
was the original nominative I . E. ending of nouns, is founJ in 
myself, etc. 9 Michi is the accusative reflexive; c. f. A . S. mil.:, 
German mich, of I. E. rna plus ga.10 ilfiyc, also emphatic or 
reflexive, is often apparently nominative, probably through the 
dative construction . In most of the allied languages it is 
mie, c. f. I. E . locative ending i, dative ai, instrumental first 
a; also Skt. ·locative mayi, instrumental first maya, dative 
mahyam, Lithunian dative manyje . Old Sclav. instrumental 
munija, etc : but c. f. Dan anJ Nor. nMj, pronounced miy, and 
allied to mik, It is not impossible that mzj•,· may like them 
be derived from maga. lrfita mitawa arc double possessives 
analagous to mine . Ta is apparently an abridgement of tm.i.'a. 
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There is a remarkable similarity between the uses of the Dak. 
tawa reflexive possessive for all p.:!rsons, I. E. sawa, genitive 
of sa, ta, reflexive possessive for all persons. Bopp thinks it 1 
probable that tawa as well as sawa was originally used in all 
persons. It also seems not impossible that Dak. tawa=l. 
E. sawa. 11 The dual forms of the first person arc tm, 1111ki, 
uukislz, unkiclti, unlziyt·, rml.·ita, ·and 1111kitawa, in formation 
similar to the singular. The dual stem tm, 1mki, is substan-
' tially identical with stems un, unk, unka unki, found through-
out the old Teutonic languages. 1~ The plural is formed from 
the dual by a suffix pi, whose origin has not yet been ascer-
tained.13 Wa dual and plural in Sclavonic, Lithunian , and 
Teutonic languages has in Dak. proper become one of the 
nominative singular forms. 11 
. Eu. agam(ag-ltam) I, nominative singular, may perhaps be 
represented in Iowa !.:a, Ita, !.:ac, hac, etc., in Omaha Ita, in 
Osage, ~·cca, etc . 
.The pronouns of the second person arc ni, fragmentary 
n, fragmentary d, 1tislt, uiclti, uiyc, 11ita, 1titawa and J'a. 
That this is also of the I. E. stem tu, du, twa, seems to me 
certain. I. E. d is in Dak. apparently represented about as 
often as by n as by d. Dak. ta is very often contracted to n. 
D and th are the prevailing in!tial consonants in the allied lan-
guages·; Mandan; da, tha; Iowa, da, di, die, ra, etc; 
Omaha, thi; Osage, dea; Crow, da, di, na, ni, plural diru, 
possessive dirudi; Hidatsa, nominative da and di, possessive 
di, plural dido. Compare also Swedish ni, thou. 15 
Like wa, ya has been transferred from the plural to the 
singular. The second person has no dual. 
The pronouns of the third person arc iclzi, reflexive, isle 
and iyc, emphatic, analagous to michi, etc.; wicha, accusative 
plural, them; demonstratives, de, he, ka; demonstrative pre-
fixes i and o, and a large number compounded from !hese and 
some other bases, which I have not as yet satisfactorily separ-
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ated. 16 Ta and tawa, before discussed, arc used alone as posl 
sessive pronouns in the third person, bnt the Hidatsa forms 
possessives and double possessives regularly i.p the third per-
son as in the others. /, the base of the reflexive and emphatic 
forms is the most fruitful source in such bases of any I. E. 
pronoun, is and iye being given as the I. E . parent forms in 
March's Anglo-Saxon. It is used alone in most of the 'allied 
languages. Wicha, them, is similar in force to I. E. wika, 
all, the whole, etc. , and exactly represents it in sound. Sa is 
not found separate in Dakota, but it is represented as accur-
ately as possible in sound and sense by H idatsa sha, emphatic 
demonstrative, and in Dak. is frequent in the form of a final 
sh=l. E. final s. 
De, he, she, it, this, seems to be of I. E. da, di, this, he, 
I 
she, it, 'whence our this, that; cf. Omaha, tlu, this, Winne-
bago, dca, this. He, he, she, it, that, is identical with A. S. 
stein, /u, whence our he, derived from Teut. hi11a; I. E., ki, 
kina, that, this, he, she, it. Compare Crow hine, that; Hid., 
hido (hino), that, hidi (hini), this. The uses of the I. E. suf-
fix ka indicate that the I. E. demonstrative base, ki, wasorig-
inally identical in form with the interrogative base, ka. This 
original ka, that, he, she, it, seems to be retained in Dak. ka, 
he, she, it, that. I. E . k seems to be oftenest represented by 
Dak. by k, though It is nearly as frequent. The three demon-
stratives form tbc plural by a suffix, na, of unknown origin. 
Possibly this may, like Northumberland oxena and similar 
European plurals in n31be a relic of lost case inflection. Ka 
forms a possessive ki analagous to many I. E. genitives. 
I, as demonstrative prefix, this, is frequent in I. E. lang-
uages; As a demonstration prefix it is frequent in Dakota. 
It is regula;ly used to convert cardinals into ordinals; shakpr, 
six, ishakpe (this six) sixth; also to forms nouns of instru-
ment and agency from verb stem.;. Tcut. nas, nourish; Dak. 
i11a, mother; as nourishing. M 
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Prefix o is chiefly used to form nomen actionis from verb 
stems, and rp.av possibly be related to I. E. demonstrative u. 
Instead of using the possessive with nouns denoting rela-
tionship, the Dak. with greater precision expresses the same 
idea by the suffix ku, meaning kin, father, kin; etc., c.f. 
Gothic kuni, race, related; of I. E. gan. 
Wa, verbal prefix something, etc . , appears to be of I. E. 
wa, awa. 
The similarity to the English in the application and 
scope of the Dak. article, though a mere coincidence is 
too remarkable to be neglected. \Van, the indefinite ar.ticle, 
appears like our an to have appropriated the primary form of 
the numeral now wancha.r~ It differs in form from A. S . an 
only in the parasitic w occasioned by its being an enchitis. It 
is perhaps used a little less freely than our indefinite article. 
In kin and ka as in the and that, the weak vowel makes the 
weak demonstrative. It seems to be derived from I. E. and 
Dak. ka, that; Greek stem kein, that, almost identical with it 
in sound, is also ~upposed to be of I. E. ki, though compared 
by Bopp with I. E. ya. It exactly represents Old Norse hin 
whence Swedish postpositive article en .1' Kin differs from the 
in being used with substantive phrases and clauses, \\'ith nouns 
denoting a class with nouns qualified by possessive or specify-
ing adjectives, sometimes with abstract nouns. It also differs 
in being usually omitted with names of rivers and names gov-
erned by prepositions. These differences have European 
anologies, but so far as I am aware it is peculiar in being used 
where we use that to combine the relative and demonstrative 
idea. 
TUB NOUN. The Dakotas, as other Indians, preferred to 
usc specific names in many cases where we would be satisfied 
with a general word. This has often been spoken of as stronfi 
evidence that these languages cannot be related to European 
languages. It might as well be argued that there is no aflln-
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ity between the language of the English peasant and the En-
glish philosopher, because the former does not use abstract 
~erms. So far as their subjects of thought extended, the Da-
kota is well supplied with generic names. The Dakota has a 
general name for birds, and several modifications used in 
special cases, a generic name for geese modified to denote the 
swan, and also to form a generic name for ducks and specific 
names Tor the various species of geese and ducks, etc. That 
these generic names arc of ancient origin is shown by the fact 
that but a small proportion of them can be traced with any 
certainty to Dakota roots, while most specific names may be 
thus traced. Except that the Dak. noun has, like the English 
noun of the 16th century, lost the possessive case, its syntax 
appears to be almost identical with that of the English noun, 
position excepted. 
ADJECTIVES AND VERBS. The Dak. adjective has not only 
lost inflection of number, gender and case, but is also com-
pared exclusively by adverbs. Possibly there may be relics of 
comparison. Sup. suffix ta in !takakta, last te in washte, 
good, perhaps originally superlative, cf. I. E. wasu, .good. 
This•subjcct of lost inflections requires much more thorough 
investigation than has yet been made, and probably also more 
light from cognate languages than is now available. As in the 
English, many adjectives in the present state of the language 
arc mere roots, or even abridgments of roots. I. E. ska, also 
skan, shine, Skt. skula, white, Latin candeo, shine, also be 
hot, candic1us, white; Dak. skan, melt as snow, ska, white, 
shining. I. E. adjective roots and verb roots were often 
identical, the adjectives and verbs being distinguished by in-
flection. The adj. inflection having worn away in Dak. as in 
English, the adjective verbs arc still distinguished by inflec-
tion, though perhaps by a new one, a variation merely in the 
form of recent development. 
As in Latin and probably in most other I. E. languages 
the copula is often omitted, so, also, in Dakota. It is, indeed, 
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less needed in the Dak. than in Latin, since the distinctions of 
mood and tense, denoted in Latin by the forms of the copula, 
are in the more analytic Dakota denoted with great flexibility 
and precision by auxiliary verbs and adverbs. very much as 
we denote them in English. The Dakota is by no means 
deficient in purely copulative verbs. In wa11ka, yanka, ka is 
apparently a suffix, w and y are probably parisitic, leaving an 
exactly equivalentto our are. E, is, third singular, neuter ,-only, 
is identical, as far as its meaning extends, with c in various 
I 
I. E. languages. The verbal prefixes constitute at first sight 
a striking peculiarity of 'the Dakota, but closer comparison 
shows that the ideas they convey are such as might be con-
veyed by verbal prefixes in I. E . languages. Copying the 
illustration from Dak. Gr. ,.ksa, cut, seems to be I. E. ska 
transposed, to which sand k are specially liable; cf. provincial 
and old English ax for ask. Yuksa means merely cut, the yu 
making it from a stem to a verb, as suffix ya does in many I. 
E. verbs; paksa shows that the separatting was done by the 
hand; cf. Skt. pani, hand . We say handpick in English. 
Analagous to pa, is ya, by the mouth; cf. Gk., ia, voice; 
Latin, ajo =I. E . aya, say, speak; Dak. , eya, say, spe'ak. 
Na- signifies that the action is performed by pressure of the 
foot, also applied to the bursting of a gun, etc.; cf. I. E. nas, 
ruin, destroy. Bo- signifies that the action is by punching, 
shooting, etc. , by rain or hail, by blowing with the mouth . 
Ba- signifies that the action is performed by a sawing back and 
forth motion; cf. I. E . bhag; Dak. bagha, baza, turn; Teut., 
bak, turn. In kaksa the ka- signifies that the cutting was 
done by chopping; cf. L E . skap, hew; Icc!., kapa; Eng. , 
chop; Dak. kapa, beat off, thresh; also Gk. kopto (1. E . · 
kapta), cut, also from skal_). I do not claim that it is probable 
these prefixes originated from the I. E . words compared, 
merely that it is possible. Such possibility shows that this 
dissimularity in structure is merely an argument, tending so 
far as its value extends to show that the Dak. is not related 
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to the I. E. It cannot be taken in connection with a few less 
important divers;ties, as proof that it is "unscientific and im-
practicable" to extend the comparison further. The Dakota, 
like the English , forms the passive vojce by the passive parti-
• 
ciple.6 
ADVERBS-The Dakota is remarkably copious in adverbs. 
Tho_se formed from verbs, nouns and adjectives, are chiefly 
by suffixes elsewhere described. Adverbs from pronominal 
bases, are especially numerous and appear to have a general 
resemblance to European adverbs. I have not as yet studied 
their formation. I. E. na, negative adverb which in many 
languages assumes the form ni, is ni in Dak. As a separate 
word it is combined with the reflexive base, forming shni, c.f. 
Hidatsa nesha, negative adverb, where- it is combined with 
Hidatsa she, sha, reflexive demonstrative,=!. E. refl. 
dem sa. 
PREPOSITIONs-The Dakota is remarkably copious in pre-
positions. As in the original I. E . , they are chiefly either 
prefixed to the verbs, or placed after the nouns they govern. 
In use or omission they agree remarkably with English prepo-
sitions, the chief difference being that in Dakota they are 
omitted much more frequently with pro,nouns in dative con-
struction. From a partial examination I would suppose that 
nearly all of them arc related to Sclav. Teut. propositions. 
Only those which require little explanation will be given. 
Of I. E . ana, 0. Selav, 0 . Preus, Gk., 0. Lat., Teut. en, 
in; Dak. en, in; Dak. on, to for on account of, of, corre-
sponding to a part of the ground covered by A . S . on; Sclav. 
Teut. an, whenct our on and verbal prefix a, when it means 
on. Old Norse verbal prefix a, on; Dak. verbal prefix a, on. 
Dak. i, to, for, etc., and o in, etc. , are identical in sound and 
to a considerable extent, in use with Swedish i and a. Eu. 
ak, out, over, ete., and also Teut. an, on; Oak. akan, upon. 
Of I. E . da, also ad, at, to, etc. Sclav. Teut. da to our to; 
0. Irish du; Dak. tu, to in composition and in, etc.; to till 
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towards; A. S. at our at; Dak. ta, at, necessarily transposed 
cf. I. E. ad, our eat; Dak. ta, eat. In ata at, a seems to be 
Dak a=O. Norse a as above. In ekta, to, ek appears to be 
an obsolete Dak. ek=Sclav. Teut. eg~ Gk ek, Lat. ex, c.f. 
Dak. adetka, arm, branch, in which ad is shown by related 
words in Dak. and kindred languages and Eu . similar words 
to mean joint=!. E. or join, ek apparently from, ta, at, (joint 
from at) . Sclav. Teut. sam, with, together, with. Teut . 
ombi, about, Swed. and, A. S . um, Dak. om, with, about, 
around. 
CONJUNCTIONS.-The Dakota is also well supplied with 
conjunctions which do not correspond to the English in use 
·quite as closely as the prepositions. They seem to be com-
posed chiefly of pronominal bases and to bear considerable 
resemblance to I. E. forms but I have studied them very lit-
tle: I. E. ka, and, Dak. ka, and Teut. auk, Swed. oc. and 
also Dak. ko. 
NUMERALS. The American languages are often called the 
languages oflong numerals. There are indeed many of them, 
especially in the Algonquin family , of which this is trne. I 
find, however, by counting the number of syllables used, in 
the numerals from otte to ten inclusive, in 142 dialects to which 
I have had access, that they average about twenty-four sylla-
·bles in each set of ten. The forms of the Lithuanian given in 
comparative tables have twenty-three syliables in the first ten 
numerals. I also find in several cases that two sets closely re-
lated, differ by ten or a dozen syllables. Some sets are shorter 
than the Latin, Greek or Anglo-Saxon. The Dakota numerals 
are longer than the average, and their re~mblance to I. E. 
forms is not striking; yet after examining all of the allied 
forms I can obtain access to, I am of opinion that all the Dak. 
·numerals and a majority of those of each allied language, are 
from the I. E. parent stems. In Hidatsa and Crow eight and 
nine are ten less two and ten less one. In Omaha, Osage and 
Kaw seven is derived from two, in Omaha eight from three, 
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in .Osage and Kaw eight from four. In the comparative table 
below I distinguish elements I regard as adventitious by the 
type: 
DAKOTA. IOWA. OMAHA. HIDATSA. I. E. 
1. lwA::-o (an) eynuk?. m~neheche! tluetsu? I nina w.A..'WHA /l'kl\ 
2. jNomPA NoW A NomBA !Tioi'A tlwa TA (a )>lllr) NoW A (taA.R.) 
a. YAmnl TANYE RAhne DAm I trnya 
WPA (San)~ 4. OM (\'an) TOWE TOBA TOPA kat war 
OL (Ttl) 
r.. ZAPTAN THAT A RATA KIKHU kwankwan 
6. SHAKPE SHAGWA RHAPI aKAWA kswnk•wa 
7. SHAko WIN S)IAl\fA (pnlnombn) RIIAPuA saptan 
rhAHllOghan lfl~ 8. KhAKDO~ehun ( ') (grnmpl'nne) 
shAKLOghnn (T) (knlmhlno) (dopnpl) laktau uhtoO.!'Inx. 
9. NApchiWANkn (shonkn) (tlttetsnpl) nnwan 
10. WIKchE:\Inn KrAIBAI? PITlkn:' 1"1\kl\11 dwnkan 
P fori. E. win 2, 4, 5, 6, otherwise supported. W. for I. 
E. p, supported by general interchangability of Dak. labials, 
and by A. S. seowon, through which form shakowin seems 
to have passed, and inserted a k to avoid hiatus, sh prefixed 
to 8 through analogy of 6 and 7 · cf. Old. Gr. hokto. ~ In 4, 
Santee p and Yankton m = w, Tit on I = r. Thew of wikche-
mena appears to be a relic of the w in dwakan, whence dakan 
is supposed to have been derived. It will be observed that 
the Dakota and Iowa forms differ from each other almost as 
much as either differs from the I. E. forms. 19 
To better illustrate the lexicographical resemblance, I close 
the argument by a comparison of the first eight words of 
Ulfillas translation of the Lord's prayer into Gothic, the old-
est Teutonic relic, with the corresponding eight words in the 
Dakota Bible. 
GOTHIC. 
Atta 1111sar tltU ill himmi11am. 
Father our thou in heaven. 
DAKOTA. 
Ate tmymtpi makltpiya kilt m. 
Father we have cloud the in. 
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Gothic, atta; ~Dak., ate; I. E., ata, father, is found with 
some modifications in nearly every I. E. and Dakotan lan-
guage. Gothic in, of Teut. m, in= Dak. ctr, in. Un of 
Gothic unsar and Dak. 1t1t in tmyanpi, Teut. and Dak. dual 
plural base, first person. Gothic himminam is of Teut. him, 
bend, curve, of I. E. kam. Compare the much used Dak. 
root hma, lmzi; Yankton, kma, kmi of identical meaning and 
varying in form only in the necessary transposition of the con-
sonant before the vowel in Dakota.. .Afakltpiya, cloud, be-
fore proved by its related Dakota forms and corresponding I. 
E. forms to be of root mlgh, whence Gothic milhman, cloud. 
Gothic thu, related to English thee, identical with Omaha thi, .. 
related to Dak. 11i, which is also identical with Swedish ni, 
thou. 15 Dak. ya in rmya11pi; usually suffix, cause to be, in 
Dak. as in I. E., but with terms of relationship, the modified 
idea of this connection has come in. N in unyanpi euphonic; 
pi, plural suffix, origin as yet unknown. 
Vcih11-ai namo th~in. 
Hallowed be name thine. 
Ni-cltaslu u•akan-dapi ktc. 
Thy name holy regarded be shall. 
Suffix ai in V eihnai is the same I. E . and Dak. suffix ya, 
cause to be, just discussed. The base veihn for veihan is from 
I. E. wik and is exactly represented by Dak. wakan in 
wakandapi, the present form of the Dak, requiring raising to 
a in place of step formation. The same suffix might have 
been used in Dak. Da, which is used in this instance, is as a 
separate verb da, also daka, know, have an opinion, express 
an opinion, apparently closely related to I. E. da, know; dak, 
teach. Thein and ni in nichazhe related as before shown. In 
using the simple possessive in this case the Dak. idiom agrees 
with the English. The incorporation of ni in Dak. is differ-
ence of orthography merely. Good speakers unite my and 
thy with their nouns in pronunciation as closely as the Dako-
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tas mi and ni, or the Omahas mi and thi. Chazhe does not 
appear to be related to namo. ~~ Kte precatory sign is allied to 
kta as sign of the future tense shall. This seems to have 
arisen frow Dak. kta, defer, tarry. As before suggested it 
may, like Gk, kta in ktaomai, be from I. E. ska, tarry, etc. 
This paper is a preliminary result of my father's ·dying re-
quest to complete an article he was preparing showing that. 
the Dakotas are of European origin. Some fragments as to 
tnythology and tradition I hope. at a future time to publish. 
I close by giving the conclusions to which he was led by forty-
five years of-observation. Dictating these was his last work 
before he went to his home above. 
CONCERNING THE ORIGIN OF THE DAKOTAS AND THOSE 
SPEAKING KINDRF.D LANGUAGES. 
Their ancestors landed on this · continent near the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence about the same time, probably at 
least 3,000 years ago. The Dakotas were and con-
tinued to be on th~ north side of the St. Lawrence 
and great lakes, and the climate being unfavorable to 
agriculture, soon abandoned it, and depended for subsistence 
wholly on the chase and fishing. Thus they had no per-
manent villages, and as there was no allotment of the territory 
to any part of the people, all hunted freely over every part of 
the territory the entire tribe could defend and hold as their 
own, which caused frequent intercourse. Besides, at certain 
seasons ofthe year, they would assemble at the best fishing 
grounds, and there remain for weeks together. These all 
continued to speak the same language. At some remote period 
the most westerly portion reached and entered the prairies, 
whence their name, Titon. dwellers on the prairie. From that 
time their mode of life changed, the buffalo became a chief 
part of their game, they ceased to have much intercourse with 
their Eastern neighbors, and so developed a dialect which dif-
fers from the Santee and Yankton far more than they differ 
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from e'ach other, and from the Assinniboin . As it is certain 
that the separation of the Assinniboins must have taken 
place nearly three hundred years ago, and perhaps yet more 
remotely, and as the Assinnib,oins have been wholly separated, 
the Titons but partially; I think that this separation could not 
have been less than six hundred years ago, and was probably 
much more remote. 1 As was said before, I think the tribes 
speaking kindred languages were south of the St. Lawrence 
river .= They doubtless found the coasts of New England oc-
cupied by the Algonquins, or others, who would not suffer 
the intruders to remain near the valuable fisheries. • They had 
probably lost very little of the knowledge of agriculture which 
their fathers had brought from Europe, when they reached 
the valley of the Ohio river. Here, finding a beautiful agricul-
tural country, they settled in villages and built the mounds and 
earthworks concerning whose origin there has been so much 
speculation. The extent of these works is such as to show 
that the builders must have lived chiefly by agriculture, for it 
would be impossible for hunters to subsist at one point the 
number of men sufficient to build or hold them . Many have 
asserted that these mounds must have been built by a differ-
ent and superior race, because none of the Indians found in 
this country by our ancestors had skill to construct them . 
But this has no foundation of fact. The Indiaus have as much 
constructive talent as ourselves. If they did not build better 
houses it was because they felt no need of them. None of our 
best mechanics can with the Indian's tools make a dug-out 
canoe nearly as good as the Santees living on the Mississippi 
made thirty years ago, and very few of them can with his best 
tools and the Indian's canoe for a model equal it. The Indians 
in like manner excel in making arrows, as may be seen by 
anyone who witnesses the whole process. I have no doubt 
that the Indians of Dakota stock who lived in the Ohio valley 
possessed the requisite skill to construct any earthwork~ and 
mounds found in that state . 
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These villages being widely scattered, and those inhabiting 
them living by agriculture, they h:-:d little intercourse with 
each other, and thus arose the various kindred languages. 
The development of these languages must have occupied at 
least one thousand years, and probably very much longer, 
unless we suppose that they were separated into strongly 
marked dialects before they reached the Ohio valley, which 
does not seem to mt: to be probable. 
At some remote period, probably about the time of Colum-
bus' discovery of America, the Algonquins or Iriquois began 
a war of extermination against these 1nhabitants of Ohio. 
Hunters have ever been prone thus to war on their agricul-
tural neighbors, and unless the latter have a well organ-
ized government, seldom fail to be the victors. The con-
test was probably a long and severe one, and many, perhaps 
much the greater part of the mound builders were 
slain. Their eJ1emies finding them no more, naturally 
supposed that they were exterminated, yet many of 
them escaped to the west. The vVinnebagoes removed to the 
west shore of Lake Michigan, where their persecutors proba-
bly never found them. The lowas and Otocs fled to the 
prairies of Illinois, where they built many earth houses, the 
ruins ofwhich "'still remain, and may be seen by examinati~n 
to have once been human dwellings. Satisfactory reasons 
could be giv~n for t~e difference in size. The Omahas, Osages 
and other southern bands migrated to the southwest of the 
Missouri, a_nd when first visited by white men were living in 
earth houses the ruins of which an: no,,· similar to many ot 
the mounds in Ohio. 
• 'l'h•· parti•·iple or ~entJHi in pi :mol idPntkul in fonn with the ad 
,.._ . ..,. .. n plural indicutivc Is ust••l. . 
7 In yuwt. Verbal !Items not given !!cp111·ately In the dictionary 
may mmally he found with yu prefixed. 
=• :-; .. ltit•ieher ohjeets to rendering this Skt. !'!ound, otherwise rcpre-
,.., ... ,,.,J l>y n murkt·tl e, hy s, but typographical cont~idNationfl compel 
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5 The derivation of mini is however very doubtful. c.f. Dak. nida, 
· Tlt~n nlla, Winnebago nina, Aryan nlra, all meaning water. There 
are other possible anologies. 
e The Mandan has the imperative suffix ta Identical with I. E. Im-
perative. 
7 Found In Dak. lku, jaw, as chewing. I. E. and Dak. demonstra-
tive i, this, forms as a prefix to verbs in Dak. nouns of inAtrument. 
Suffix ka usually raises the vowel both in I. E. languages and Dak. 
a The scanty materials to which I have acce~ In the Iowa, Omaha, 
Mandan, and Crow, confirms the view that the pre8ent Aystem of 
incorporating other t-lements with the verb has chlt-flv grown' up 11ince 
the separation of thot~e languages from the Dak. these languages, 
except the Crow, are much more synthetic than the Dak. · 
• Mish might also have arisen from the same base as michi. 
10Schlelcher. 
UDak. t may spondlcally reprt>sent I. E. 11. I. E .. ska, Gr. kten, kill; 
Dakota kt.e, kill. I. E. ska, tarry; Ok. ktaomat; Dak., kta, tarry 
defer, put otf. I. E. skar, makt• round; Dak. ktan, make round In 
paktan. Eu. spal, stagger; Dak. ptan, totter, move back and forth, 
rock as a canoe. 
12Un and unkl are of I. E. stem, na dual and plural we, wht<·h may 
perhaps have been the Dakotan parent stem rather than un, c. f. M:au-
aan nu, plural we . 
li'J'hls suffix is in Iowa wi. As w, not Initial appears to often harden 
top in Dak. pl.Jnay be euphonic for wi, eon traction of wichi them. If 
so the plan of formation is Identical with that of the originul Indo-
European plan. 
14Jn Iowa wa is accusative plural, In Mandan singular. 
!&Swedish grammarians however say that ni is the inflection pro-
noun 2d person plural broken loose. 
t8Qthers analyzed since preparing the above wlll be given at a future 
time. 
t7Fick gives I. E. ki, also kina, that or this, c.f. Crow hine, that or 
this. 
t88lnce writing the above I ftnd I. E. ana, mother, whence probably 
Dak. ina by regular weakelllng of initial vowel. Fonnations with 
initial i may however be made from many Dak. verb roots. See Dak. 
Gr. § 62-1. 
ttDak. wancha may 1!tand for anka for I. J.:. alnka, which may prob-
ably he the true I. E. lm;~e of whil•h Hkt. t·ku, Lith. unw, l'lt· . , art- •lif-. 
fert•nt eontrac>tinns in><tead of fmm tlifti•J't>llt ;:t(•llls n ... ~t·Jwmlly 
represt•nted. 
:a>Jt i>< po>~,.iLlc however thut i h~ originlll form of I. E . ><te111 'nmy 
haYe begun with s regularly rep~esented in Greek by rou~h brt•athin!!, 
and in Dak. by sh sinee it seems to me as likely that all the other hw-
guage!l should lose an initial sa.; that two languages so diYerse 11~ Uk. 
and Dak. should unite in prefixing a sound dropped ln later Greek. 
21Yet· cha, root of chazhe, name, may represent I. E. gan gna, know, 
c.f. Hldatsa daze or naze, name. 
22My father did not refer to the Crows ~nd l{ioatMR, ~oncernlng 
whom he h~d little knowledge, · 
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~The President explained, before the reading of Pres. Folwell's 
paper, that having a !!hort conver!!atlon wit!1 him on the subject a day 
or two ago, he had solicited of Mr. Folwell a brief statement in man-
RCript of 110me of the principles which be had stated, bearing on the 
classification and comparison of langungc>', and that this paper is the 
result, as a contribution to t~e investigation of Mr. Williams.) 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES. 
BY PRESIDENT FOLWELL-UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 
This problem has received a larger share of attention at the 
hands of philologists than its unscientific importance would 
demand. The wish is often father to the thought. The 
strong desire of such investigators as Chevalier Bunsen to 
throw the weight of comparative philology ·on the side of the 
genetic unity of the human race, unconsciously influenced 
him. and others to immensely ovcno.:ork the philological argu-
ment. While it is clear that the id<'ntity of speech is not con-
clusive as to identity of nationality, it must be admitted that 
likeness of language goes a long way as a probable argument. 
There has been going on for some time a vigorous reaction 
against the free and easy philologizing of the preceding gen-
eration. The more eminent writers of the present day are 
very modest and disclaim their ability in the existing state of 
their science, to contribute anything more than a probable 
argument, in favor of the unity of the race. The desire to 
do so is strong in many instances, but it is not now prudent 
for men of science to take the risk of reaping "excessive 
returns of conjecture from a limited seeding of facts." 
,. 
In other cases the need of demon::;trating the physiological 
unity of the race does not seem so essential as it formerly 
did. 
The present attitude of those philologizers who are entitled 
to be heard in the general congress of scientific men, is one 
of suspense. They admit that they have not the knowl-
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